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So you know your four-letter personality type. You know what some of your strengths and

weaknesses are. You know which career you ought to pursue and which situations you shine in.But

now itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s time to explore everything the research wonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t tell you.In this entertaining

collection, Heidi Priebe, author of The Comprehensive ENFP Survival Guide and prominent writer of

all things Myers-Briggs, explains how youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll grow up, hook up, break up and everything

else in between, based on your personality type.
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It's not meant to be taken super seriously - this is a fun, magazine-quiz style take on funny things

like what each personality does when sick, when angry, what kind of kid they were, and so on. It's a

short read so I'm glad I got the Kindle version.



I've really gotten into MBTI in the past few years and found this book to be informative and funny.

Took off some stars only because I got the audio book and I just really dislike the narrator. Maybe

it's just me, but It sounds like she's reading a children's book and I find myself considering if hearing

the content is worth listening to her.

As a big fan of the MBTI, I think this is the best unofficial guide to how this personality theory shapes

our perspective, ways we process information, where we get our energy, and how we order our lives

I've read to date. It will be my unofficial handbook I'll be sharing with all my students and clients.

A nice little book that covers all the personality types. The profile is quite true for myself. I found it

quite helpful when deciding to leave my job and move into another.

I got this book because I loved Heidi Priebe's other book,Ã‚Â The Comprehensive ENFP Survival

Guide. Heidi is an ENFP, as am I, and that book is an amazing, fun and informative resource

specifically tailored solely to that personality type. As I mentioned on my review for that book, it is

hands-down my favorite ENFP book and because of this I simply had to get Ms. Priebe's new

personality book, too."How You'll Do Everything" is a very different book from Priebe's other work,

primarily as it does not revolve around one type, but instead is a shorter work which touches on

each type, in brief snippets.Not only is "How You'll Do Everything" shorter and more broad in it's

scope, it also is a bit less serious in tone. This isn't to say the information is invalid, but it does give

off a more continuous "humorous horoscope" sort of vibe, where each tidbit of each type in each

section of "things to do" is presented in a goofy, tongue in cheek sort of way. Priebe's "The

Comprehensive ENFP Survival Guide" has plenty of laugh out loud moments, but it's possible that

the horoscopey-tidbit style of this book is what makes me feel it doesn't take itself as seriously. That

said, both books are prefaced by some very interesting sciencey sections which are a lay-person

friendly reminder that Priebe has a degree in Psychology and has been studying personality

profiles, and their people!, for awhile. :-)Like Priebe's other work, I really enjoyed this one, and it

definitely has set me up to be a fan that will look out for her next books, but this one is not my

favorite of the two. In part, honestly, because I am an ENFP and her other book - the whole thing -

was written by someone like me *for* someone like me! It went into a lot more depth than this

shorter book could hope to do when it covers *all* the personalities *and* is shorter in length. For

what it is, and for her fun and insightful writing, I like this book, but its brevity leaves me wanting

another book by Priebe that feels less like a Cliffs Notes version of itself. For that reason I feel it is



more of a 4/5 stars, rather than a 5+ stars like her other book. Maybe next time! And I will be there

for the next time! :-)So, yes, I recommend this book, but furthermore, if you are an ENFP you must

read her "The Comprehensive ENFP Survival Guide" as Priebe weaves a smart, fun read that

makes you feel like she knows you!Hope this helps and best of luck!

This book is so fun & true! My friend and I sat here reading it and laughing at the accuracy this book

has all afternoon. A+. 10/10. Would recommend.

LOVED IT.Heidi is becoming my favorite MBTI author. After reading the INFP book, this one is

another master piece.

I feel that it was rather accurate (at least as much as it can be for such a generalisation) and I had

quite a few moments of just pausing to laugh at something and just saying "That is or was me"
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